[The nutrition of liver transplant patients in an intensive medicine service comparing the years 1989 and 1992].
We examined the possible changes undergone in the form of feeding post liver-transplant patients admitted to our Intensive Care Unit (ICU), comparing 1989 and 1992. As biological nutritional parameters, we reviewed blood lymphocyte values and albumin prior to the transplant, immediately after, seven days following and on discharge from the ICU. In the two periods studied, we assessed the features of the nutritional support received by these patients (type and chronology). We found that, in 1992, parenteral nutrition (in significant form, p = 0.04) and oral diet (as trend, p = 0.06) was initiated earlier than in 1989. We noted a tendency to change the overall nutritional pattern, with an increase seen in 1992 in oral diet and a reduction in parenteral nutritional when compared to the 1989 period. In 1992, 24% of patients received oral diet as a first nutrition as against none in 1989. These data must be correlated with the time in the Intensive Medicine Service and the tendency to reduce mortality, even though transplant patients in 1992 were significantly older than in 1989, while their selection and the base pathology altered the pattern of these patients.